Highdown Mini Police News letter January 2022

Hello from your Mini Police at Highdown we wanted to let you know what we have
been working on since starting in November.
Our first week involved getting issued our uniform and how to stand in parade when
Kylie and Claire say “Cadets Parade” very loudly.
Don’t we look smart in our uniform? Our uniforms make us look professional,
responsible and feel important. We had pictures taken for our Mini Police lanyards.
We have been given homework too! But Kylie made learning the phonetic alphabet
fun whilst we learn to march around the hall.

We have learnt about ‘Force values’. We have found out that they are very similar to
our values of being a good school pupil and a good friend. They included being caring,
and inclusive and learning from our experiences and being courageous enough to
speak out when things aren’t right. We are learning about the Police Family and
structure in the Ranks there are lots of roles for Police Officers and names too, the
Police family includes dogs and horses too which we hopefully will visit in the new
year.

Working hard on our Social Action Plan

We started working on our Social action plan.
We decided that we wanted to promote and
encourage safe driving and parking around
the school. We thought about how we can
make things safer. We came up with loads of
ideas and are working on posters and some
future activities to promote these.

The things that we are looking forward to in the
New Year are learning more about departments
within the police and working towards our Duke
of Cornwall award.

We are going to learn about making emergency calls and some of the other
emergency services and police radios!!

We hope to wear our uniforms in the playground. It will show that we are there to
help others.
We are looking forward to our posters being displayed and doing some parking
patrols with Claire and Kylie outside the school.

